
TASTE
Pure, fleshy blood orange picked at the peak of ripeness. Notes of hibiscus, 
cherry, and strawberry. Peppery and refreshing.

USE
Delicious by itself over ice, in a spritz, or for a bright and juicy twist on your 
favorite classic cocktail. Enjoy in a Negroni, Manhattan, or Americano.

PRESS
“I think over the last year, I’ve used Mommenpop’s juicy, vibrant Blood 
Orange aperitivo more than any other ingredient on my bar shelf...I’ve used 
it as the base for spritzes, in punch bowls and mixed in simply with soda 
over ice and a slice of citrus. It’s the perfect gift for every level of home 
bartender, and universally delicious.” 
— Leslie Pariseau, Punch

“Samantha Sheehan, also behind the Poe and Ultraviolet wine labels, 
makes three exuberantly citrus-forward vermouths for her Mommenpop 
project. The overwhelming profile is of pure, juicy blood orange, as if 
captured at its peak ripeness throughout the year. There’s not a hint of 
dried or oxidative fruit flavor.” 
— Esther Mobley, SF Chronicle

MOMMENPOP

BLOOD ORANGE“UNIVERSALLY DELICIOUS”

“Mommenpop’s Blood Orange is absurdly delicious 
on its own, stirred into a Negroni or mingled with 
some seltzer and ice. This, coming from a person with 
a blood orange tree in their backyard.” 
— Punch

ABOUT
Mommenpop is a line of peak-season California citrus aperitifs made in Napa by notable winemaker 
Samantha Sheehan of POE Wines + Ultraviolet. The base of our Blood Orange is made by Samantha 
from Pinot Noir grapes grown by a third-generation grape growing family in Napa. Then comes the 
citrus - fresh, local, organic Blood Oranges macerate in the base wine. Using whole citrus (as opposed 
to essences or extracts) allows us to capture the amazing aromas of the peel and the juiciness of the 
fruit’s flesh. Our products have a subtle sweetness to them, which comes only from the naturally-oc-
curing grape sugars. There are no added sugars, dyes or preservatives. 17% ABV.



THE MOMMENPOP SPRITZ
2 oz Any Mommenpop Flavor
2 oz Sparkling Wine, Tonic Water or Beer

Combine all ingredients over ice in your favorite glass. Garnish with 
any fresh citrus!

REVERSE WHISKEY SOUR
A reverse cocktail flips the proportion of high proof and low proof 
ingredients, lowering the overall alcohol content of the drink. Here, we 
lead with Mommenpop to bring you a fresh, low-ABV alternative:

1 1/2 oz Mommenpop Blood Orange 
3/4 oz bourbon
3/4 oz amaretto 
3/4 oz lemon juice 
1 oz egg white or aquafaba 
1 orange twist 
2 dash Angostura bitters 

PROCESS
Combine all ingredients into shaker tin, including the orange twist. 
Shake hard with 4-5 ice cubes for 10 seconds. Strain into a chilled 
coupe glass. Garnish with shaved nutmeg and optional lemon peel.

NEGRONI
1 oz Mommenpop Blood Orange
1 oz Ruby Grapefruit
1 oz gin

Build in chilled double old fashioned glass, add ice and stir for 7-8  
turns. Garnish with an orange peel expressed over the glass and 
placed on the side. 
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